The following discussion of the radial velocities of globular clusters originated in conversations which I had with Dr. Zwicky of the California Institute of Technology during my stay at the Mount Wilson Observatory. Since it depends essentially on the validity of Stromberg's solution for the motion of the sun relative to the system of the globular clusters,' it will be useful to consider this solution, the more so because v. d. Pahlen and Freundlich2 have objected to it and have concluded that the motion of the sun is probably in a direction almost at right angles to that found by Str6mberg.
1. It seems strange, according to v. d. Pahlen and Freundlich, that the radial velocities of clusters, which are nearly all situated in one direction, give for the sun a large relative motion which is almost perpendicular to the direction of the clusters. They therefore assume that such a solution as Str6mberg's cannot be real, and try to solve the problem by taking the simple arithmetical mean of the observed radial velocities.
Since this mean value is negative, they conclude that the sun is moving toward the center of the group of clusters, and thus almost perpendicu- Voi. 16, 1930 ill ASTRONOMY: P. TENBRUGGENCATE larly to the direction found by Stromberg. But I think their treatment is erroneous, for the following reasons:
Let t, , r be the components of the velocity of the sun relative to a group of celestial objects, and V, the peculiar radial velocity of a celestial object belonging to the group. Then the observed radial velocity of the object (V) may be written in the form V =at + b-+ cD +V5.
(1)
The quantities t, 71, and r can always be determined by a least-squares solution, provided the values of V, may be treated as accidental errors;
that is, provided we may assume that the members of the group have no common stream motion. On the other hand, if we form the mean value of the expressions (1), we have V = at + bn + ct + Vs. (2) In the case of an unequal distribution of the celestial objects over the sky the mean values a, b, c will not in general vanish. If V, ' physical process depending on the total amount of matter between us and the spirals, then a similar red-shift should be found for globular clusters, since the much larger density inside of the galactic system compensates the much smaller distances of the globular clusters. Since the effect depends on two variables, one the mean density between us and the celestial object, the other the distance, the empirical treatment of the problem is somewhat difficult. Fortunately, however, in the case of spiral nebulae the variations in the mean density of matter in interstellar space from nebula to nebula are small in comparison with the variations in distance. In this case, therefore, the empirical relation between red-shift and distance can be found (Hubble's correlation) by assuming a constant density of matter in interstellar space. On the other hand, for the globular clusters whose radial velocities are known the Radial velocities corrected for solar motion (ordinates) plotted against galactic latitudes.
variation in distance from cluster to cluster is small in comparison with the variation of density inside the galactic system. In this case, therefore, the empirical relation between red-shift and density can be found by assuming a constant distance for the clusters in question.
A first rough indication for the density of matter between us and a cluster will be the galactic latitude of the cluster. In figure 1 We thus have three possibilities: (a) We interpret the correlation for the clusters on the same physical basis as that for the spirals.
(b) We interpret the correlation for the clusters dynamically. Then, however, we are left without explanation of the red-shifts shown by the spirals, because in this case neither Zwicky's hypothesis nor any other depending on the total amount of matter between us and the celestial object is valid.
(c) We interpret the correlation as a superposition of a dynamical effect and that proposed by Zwicky. Zwicky's explanation then remains valid for the spirals.
3. We discuss the first possibility a little more fully: For numerical investigations it will be much better to take as an indication of the mean density of matter between us and a cluster the number of stars inside a cone of a certain solid angle whose axis joins the sun and the cluster. Since the number of stars per square degree does not decrease linearly with increasing galactic latitude, we cannot expect to find a linear correlation between red-shift and star numbers for a cone of any arbitrarily chosen solid angle. We must therefore find a solid angle which gives a linear correlation. For our purpose it is sufficient to take the star numbers (N) from the mean distribution table of Seares and van Rhijn.8 Star counts down to the eighteenth magnitude were used, and solutions based on the observed radial velocities (V) of the globular clusters were made in the form V = at + br + c + -v + K .
(3) 10, t, n, r being the components of the relative velocity of the sun, v the redshift, which is to be found, K a constant term, and N the number of stars inside the cone of given solid angle. Cones with angles of 10, 300, and 600 were used. Since the tabulated star numbers refer to one square degree, the numbers for 300 and 600 cones had to be derived by numerical integration.
Let (4) The integration was performed numerically. A definite value of v, and hence a linear correlation between red-shift and star numbers, was found only for solid angles of 600. The correlation also holds for larger angles, but for those much smaller than 60°, the star numbers increase too fast with decreasing -latitude. 
The negative K-term in the first solution cannot be considered as real. 4 . In interpreting the correlation (3) for the clusters on the same physical basis as for the spirals, it must be shown that the observed redshift (5) Results similar to those of Fig. 2 with the K term omitted from the solution.
From the least-squares solutions we have found v = +0.9 X 107 cm./sec. for N = 1.0 X 107. The counted number N is approximately proportional to the total number of stars inside the cone (N1), and v is proportional to the real red-shift v1. Hence Nv = N1v. 
For N = 1.0 X 107 we have N12 Ntvt = 3.8 X 1o33 a -= 0.9 X 10s4.
Ic
With I = 16,000 parsecs = 5 X 102 cm., c = 3 X 1010 cm./sec., r = 6.7 X 10-, we find a N2 = 0.6 X 1021.
Since a is of the order of unity, this gives N = a X 1010. Whence N1= X 103 X N,
i8 being a constant of the order of unity. This means that the total number of stars required to bring the observed value of the red-shift into agreement with Zwicky's theoretical result is 1000 times the number brighter than the eighteenth magnitude. The direct evidence bearing on this point is rather slender and depends on an uncertain extrapolation of the behavior of the stars which can be observed. The mean distribution tables of Seares and van Rhijn8 indicate for stars in the galactic plane a value of about 500 for the above ratio. This is a mean result, averaged over all longitudes, and is not directly applicable because of the eccentric position of the sun within the galactic system. Since most of the clusters are in the general direction of the center of the stellar system, the ratio of 500 must be increased by an unknown factor, perhaps as large as two or three. Non-luminous and obscured matter will also contribute something. On the other hand, the fact that the latitudes are not zero will diminish the ratio derived from the mean distribution table. A balancing of these opposing tendencies leads to the conclusion that the theoretical ratio of 1000 to 1 found above is of the right general order of magnitude to reconcile the observed red-shift with Zwicky's prediction. December 26, 1929 If one adds hydrogen chloride gas at a constant temperature to a solid and if one plots the amount of hydrogen chloride taken up by unit mass of the solid as abscissas against the equilibrium pressures as ordinates, it is an easy matter to tell whether hydrogen chloride forms a definite chemical compound with the solid according to stoichiometric proportions or whether the hydrogen chloride is adsorbed by the solid. If a definite chemical compound is formed, we know from the phase rule that the equilibrium pressure must remain constant so long as there are two solid phases present, the pure solid and a compound, or two compounds. A flat in the isotherm as plotted means the existence of a second solid phase. If there is adsorption and no definite formation of a compound according to stoichiometric proportions, the isotherm will be a smooth curve bending away from the axis of abscissas at higher concentrations.
